
FREEDOM UNDER THE LAWt 

By A. L. GOODHART, K.B.E., Q.C., F.B.A.* 

At the present time the phrase "freedom under the law" has achieved 
great popularity. I t  is not surprising that it should have been welcomed 
by all lawyers because it marks the essential contribution which the law 
has made to the development of civilization. I t  is also popular with 
political scientists because it enables them to draw a distinction between 
democratic and totalitarian principles of government. Thus it has been 
claimed, I believe with complete accuracy, that the Western States recog- 
nize the authority of the rule of law, while the Totalitarian States do not. 
Conferences to discuss the rule of law have been held in such disparate 
places as Athens, Chicago, New Delhi and Warsaw in recent years. It 
may surprise some people that the rule of law should have been discussed 
at Warsaw back of the Iron Curtain, but this phrase has achieved such 
universal acceptance that totaljtarian counmes are now tending to claim 
it as their own. They argue that as they have more laws governing the 
conduct of the people and enforce them more strictly than do the 
Western countries, therefore theirs is the true rule of law system. This 
ought to be a warning that the varying connotations which can be applied 
to,these words may lead to confusion and misinterpretation. 

Such general phrases have in the past proved- to be dangerous on 
various occasions because their lack of precision disguised the need for 
essential qualifications. Thus, to take one illustration, President Woodrow 
Wilson's statement at the time of the Peace Conference in 1919 that "the 
world must be made safe for democracy"1ed to unfortunate consequences 
because he forgot that it was equally important to make democracy safe 
for the world. He failed to realize that democracy, unless properly con- 
trolled by the law, might lead to totalitarianism. The tragedy of the 
Second World War was, in large part, due to this. In the present address 
I would therefore like to analyse what we mean by freedom or liberty on 
the one hand, and by law on the other, and then to discuss the relation- 
ship between the two. 

In the eighteenth century there was a clearer recognition of the dis- 
tinction between liberty and law, for they were regarded as being in many 
ways in conflict with each other. Liberty was the ability to do what one 
wanted without interference or hindrance on the part of others, especially 
on the part of officers of the Crown. The essence of law, on the other 

t The third E. W. Turner Memorial Lecture delivered in Hobart Town Hall on July 29, 
1959. 
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hand, was that it constituted an interference with the liberty of the indi- 
vidual, either in the interest of the State as a whole or of other indivi- 
duals. Law was a command which had to be obeyed, and to obtain this 
obedience a sanction or evil had to be attached to it because no one would 
voluntarily fosego his owa dhrrgr. I t  followed, &refore, that the less 
Liw there was the greater would be the degree of freedom. Bentham and 
his disciples recognized, af course, that a certain amount of law was neces- 
sary, but they regarded it as a necessary evil. Thus John Austin chose as 
an m b g y  to law the use of medicine. He said: 

, T o r ,  seeing &at trery law ~ p o ~  a r e a n d ,  every law is an ewd 
in itself: and, d e ~ f  it be the 4 d +ity, cu proceed f x u n  aac 
summace foily, it atso snppses am evil which it ie designed to p ~ v m  
or rrmdy. haw, dilue medicine, is a preveatiuc ar remedy of evil: ard, 
if &e wodM were f x e  from ev& the motion and the name would be 
UBLUYIWa." 

3x1 an ideal. world thm would therefere .be no )rPdgcs ~ D C  hwyek Ti& 
was &st expressed by I M c  dre Butcher in Shrdcespeace's Kirrg W 
d e n  he said .at the time .of Jack CadeVs zt&: 'The firat bhbg ( r ~ t  

do, I d s  kill d l  t4re lawyers.* 

I t  is hardly surprising that this pessimistic view of law prdominated 
uuil the nineteenth century. The main function of dae legal system ,was 
a negative m e  for it protected the individuai from outside a g g d n .  
T& complicated inter-relations which exist at the present time w m  \tn- 

known in the ekhteenth century. The typical law was the & m i d  law. 
Its ferocious sentences, and the social injustices which were foshna by 
many of its provisions, were responsible in large pan for t'he paprthr 
distrust of the law, and of B e  lawyers. I t  is d i k k  w bad a y  adr;ahtory 
references to h e  legal system as a whole. was a otmg posumpria 
in favour of liberty h i &  may 'be said m have aeaolncd its climax with die 
utilitarian sAod  of plrilosephers and economists. 

There were thee  special on which this strong presumption 
in faveur of libenty in contrast to legal control could be founded. Pn the 
first place the individual, it is said, is the best jlldge of what wM consti- 
tute his own happiness. The attempt by others to lay down rules for his 
conduct, even when these are intended for his 'bendfit, may conflict with 
his own wishes. One of the major happinesses of life is the freedom to 
decide questions for oneself, even though this may occasiondly lead to 
disaster. In the second place the presumption in favour of liberty is based 
on the moral ground that every man is entitled to respect as an inBidua1, 
and that this respect can be best expressed in .terms 6f liberty. Een & 
most benevolent slavery is umvarrihy because the slave is .d&d his df- 
respect as a human being. Therefore, to some degree, evev restraint an 
liberty may Be regarded as a 'limitation .an the ,respect shown to the per- 
who is being restrained. In the third place the presumption in favour of 
lherty is supported on practical grounds. Expe~ience b &own that the 
average man will do better work if he is free to follow his own decisions 
rather than if he is compelled to perform work prescribed for him by 
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&US. There mw,  .of cwme, be a ceuiam degee  of compd* b 
diredig the activities of aii the itpdividwls who constitute rhe Stah, & 
on the ~ h d e  it sught to be limited es f a t  as p o d e .  

A different view concerning the relationship between freedom and law 
began to devlop in the latter part of the nineteenth century. I t  held that 
although the negative view concerning liberty had been satisfactory whiie 
men were able to carry on substantially separate lives, this was no longer 
sufficient with the coming of the industrial revolution. Men had now 
become inter-dependent, and their relationships were in large part based 
on their group membership. In  these circumstances it was necessary for 
the law to play a more active role. I t  no longer was regarded as  placing 
a limitation on action; it was to an increasing extent a means by which 
the useful activities of individuals could be developed. Law became 
dynamic rather than static. It might be tegarded as the capacity to 
achieve full development. In  place of the criminal law, which is almost 
entirely negative, the emphasis was now directed to the civil law which is 
in largest part of a positive character. One illustration of this conceptios 
of freedom is' fouod in the establishment of schools. Education creates 
freedom from the ignorance which is the greatest of ail fetters on deve- 
lopment. The axnpulsion on all children to attend school is therefore a 
form of liberty. I t  is also an essential pars of political freedom, becwse 
democracy cannot function properly if the etctoratc is incapable of exep 
cising a reasonable judgment. Perhaps the most striking illustratiop of 
the constructive function af the law in the economic field can be found in 
the development of the business company in ,the second part of the nine- 
teenth century. This legal invention, if we may call it that, was of greater 
inrpottance than those cmerning the use of steam or of electricity, be- 
cause without it it would have been impassible for the industrial deveiop- 
ment to succeed. We tend to forget tbat today almost ail industrid pm- 
perty is held by these artificial persons created during the past century. 
Thus in every field of life the law has played and is playing an increasing 
part, not to limit and restrict, but to encourage and to produce. More 
than two thousand years ago Aristotie said that the State was created to 
make life ~ossible, but thereafter its purpose was to make life good. I n  
tht same way we can say that the primary function of law is to prated 
the freedom of the individual by maintaining order and peace, but, 
having accomplished &is, its next purpose is to enable him to enjoy the 
f,resdom found in a complete life. 

So far I have been ahking abut freedom as if it were ia single can- 
uept, but this ie misleding. I t  is essedd to realize that &re are various 
kinds of k d o m ,  a d  .that one of our most d i i h d t  problems may be so 
blamcc them against eada ether. Although tbey are closely r e l d  to  
each other, nevertheless they must .be &stinpished if we ase to undu- 
stad ows modarn .p~oblans. 

Today I wish to spedk a b u t  ehree different types of liberty which are 
of special importance to us; the first is polit,kaI liberry, the second is 
e c a n h i c  liberty, and the thhiird is societal liberty, i.e. ,the libeeies ~w&& 
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the members of a society are prepared to grant to each other. The ques- 
tion which we have to consider is: To what extent can the law contribute 
to each of these freedoms? It is onlv when we have considered these 
problems that we can understand what the phrase, freedom under the law 
may connote. I t  must be remembered, of course, that the law is only one 
of the many elements that may constitute freedom, so that it is necessary 
to determine the nature and extent of the role that it can play in difFerent 
circumstances. 

Political liberty was, and I believe still is, the first and most important 
type of liberty with which the law is concerned. The ~roblem can be set 
inthese words: To what extent can the law control th; exercise of power 
by the officers of the State who are exercising legislative, executive, or 
judicial functions? If these officers are uncontrolled by the law then their 
power is arbitrary - if they exercise this power in the interests of the 
public then theirs is a benevolent tyranny, but it is a tyranny nevertheless. 

Today we accept in the western world the idea that governmental 
power, of whatever nature it may be, need not and must not be absolute, 
but this is not an easy conclusion to reach. Perhaps as an Oxford man I 
can best discuss this problem by referring to the conflict in opinion be- 
tween Oxford's two most famous political philosophers. Thomas Hobbes 
(1 588-1679) published in 165 1 his famous Leviathan or The Matter. F o m  
*d Power o j  a Commonwealth. H e  was a timid man who, during th; trou- 
bled years of the Civil War, hoped for a strong central government which 
could establish peace and order. H e  taught that in every State there must 
be an absolute sovereign-either an individual or a single group of per- 
sons - who could command the law in the name of the State. The power 
of this sovereign must be legally unlimited because he or it was the final 
law-giver. The idea that law could control this law-giver and limit his 
power was, he argued, a contradiction in terms. 

Hobbes was followed by another Oxford philosopher, John Locke 
(1632-1704). In 1690 he published his Second Treatise of Civil Government 
which is probably the most important and practically effective contribu- 
tion ever made by an English writer to science. We may fail to 
recognize its transcendent influence because so many of the views ex- 
pressed in it tend to be accepted as axiomatic today. They played a major 
role in the creation of the Constitution of the United States. Briefly, his , , 

doctrine was that in every State there must be a supreme government, but 
that this supreme government need not be unlimited in its powers. I t  is 
created by the people who transfer to it certain limited functions which 
are controlled by the law. This power is in the form of a trust which must 
be exercised in the interest of the beneficiaries. The rules which limit this 
governmental power constitute the highest law and are the foundation of 
the State. They may be described as the constitution of the State because 
it is on them that the State is constituted. 

In all federal States such as Australia, Canada and the United States 
the doctrine of Locke has been accepted as self-evident, because, for one 
thing, the division of power between the federal and state governmenq 
can only be enforced if there is a constitutional law dividing governmental 
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functions into separate parts. On the other hand, the doctrine of Hobbes, 
that there must be in every state a sovereign power which establishes the 
law and is therefore above the law, has been accepted by many English 
political and legal philosophers, because it seems to accord with the 
unitary British political structure. I t  has been stated in its most authori- 
tative way by Dicey when he said: "Parliament is, under the British con- 
stitution, an absolute sovereign legislature." Accordng to this view the 
British constitution can be stated in six words: "The Queen in Parliament 
is supreme." I t  would seem, therefore, that there is no distinction in 
theory between the absolutism of Parliament and that of the most 
despotic rulers. It has enabled the jurists of the totalitarian countries to 
argue that the orders issued by a dictator and the statutes enacted by 
Parliament are inherently of the same nature. The fallacy lies, however, 
in the statement that Parliament is "absolutely sovereign." It is true, of 
course, that Parliament is unlimited in regard to the subject-matter with 
which it can deal. Thus, to take one example, it could repeal tomorrow, if 
kwished the famous Statute of Westminster 11. No British court can 
refuse to recognize a duly enacted statute on the ground that it lies out- 
side the scope of Parliament. But it does not follow from this that the 
Queen in Parliament is uncontrolled by the law, because that body, or 
rather group of bodies, can only act according to certain established 
rules. I t  is these rules of procedure that constitute the constitution, and 
which control the individuals who exercise governmental power. In  a 
recent address by Viscount Kilmuir on Individual Freedom Under an Un-  
written Constitution at the University of Virginia, the Lord Chancellor 
dealt in detail with the provisions governing the enactment of legislation. 
He showed that they constituted a powerful protection against arbitrary 
rule. For one thing, he pointed out that "the existence of a second cham- 
ber of some sort is essential where there k an unwritten constitution." 
Moreover, there are four effective stages for every Bill in the House of 
Commons, and five in the House of Lords. Apparently it takes the Lords 
an additional stage before they can make up their minds. I t  is true, of 
course, that it would be ~ossible for the Queen in Parliament to transfer 
all power to an absolute dictator, but until that is done the legislative 
function under the British constitution can only be ~erformed in accord- 
ance with established rules. These rules are of such a nature as to give a 
minority an adequate opportunity to  lay a part in the legislative process, 
and are therefore a pardian of freedom under the law. 

A second question concerning the relationship between the rule of 
law and the power of the legislature concerns certain fundamental rights 
of the individual, such as freedom of speech, freedom from arbitrary 
arrest, and freedom of religion. At the present time there is a heated 
debate in Canada whether or not these common law rights should be 
given special constitutional protection. They are recognized in the United 
States Constitution, but not in that of Australia. 

I am doubtful whether this debate is of much practical importance, 
because if we once recognize that there is no such thing as absolute legis- 
lative sovereignty then these basic rights must be part of the system. No 
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c ~ t i a a d  gtwammtnt caa fuaction llaiess h e  ir frcadom of a p e d  
a d  freedom from acbirrauy arrest. Xt is hcrt rhnt we &ad the ksie cdif- 
fc~eacc b e e n  demoerazic and totalitarian systems of gowxmment. Th 
pmver of arbirtvy arrest M an emtmial put ob every dictatorehip; it b 
the ~rgatiom of every democracy. I t  is the recognitioa mf this tnath which 
guantarr freedom under the law as rmrch irs GCM Britain with its ua- 
w h  prrwisions as it docs in &e United Scuer with its sgecific 4- 
t d o d  Aslendmcnps. 

lt is iniattresting to m o t e  that these basic froadoms under the law 
a d  give sise to c&?icrJc problems. I t  is true, of course, tbpt our liboPLics 
see no modera thing, for most of them ware stad man than aamn 
hu&d years ago in Magna Grfa, but they have varied in scope d c o a  
time EO the .  Widaka the past few months dre Waitdl  Srstes hpzeme 
COW in Frank v. Stlate oJ M~ylcnrd has had to coaaider the mame Qf rhe 
Fourth ih tedmsnt  &&g whb unreasonable seuobos a d  seizures. Ia 
ppdu laaguage, to what e x t e ~ t  is a man's hotme negasdd as his uarlc? 
The Supreme Court, by a majority ef five rn fm, bdd &ax a dy 4- 
m e  which m d d  a heahla iaspectm, who hrd ruroimbk come to 
wwpwr &at a dangannrs nnkmce e x k d ,  to d d  enbea~~ce rn a ' h a w  
w i h  a judicial warrat, was c o a ~ t i d  This L m kecrtsting iW1Ps- 
t r a h  d the -%ia which ~ ) r  arise bedwbcls cempeting frsedoma, &or 
hert we hare tbe freedom tratn the threat ef diseort M u a d  agritur 
fredam from a &c& zslighr at usad for irapraqxr d y e s .  

Frsm political &be- I waat to tum DD &e + k n ~  of d c  
f+A. By aranomic liberty I mean & f r d o m  af choke which a mag 
colll cuercle im eatsing his living, a d  in the use a d  disposal 4 kio 
privaite pmperty. The traditional Marxista placed so m d  emphasis en 
dab problem that they hdd  that only if economic liberq were ablkhad 
auld the other liberties L escabMad The wage-eamiarg dws, in their 
view, wtce dw slaves af the u p d i s t s  because it was the j d ~ ~  wlm could 

. . dtDarmrPe bw &e wageearners should he. k foillowed according to 
&is doctrine that m e  liberty could only be established Y all productive 
capital was held in communal ownership. The demxr~ tk  sates have 
heva- acc-d this d-ine. Ir may be sad d\ac for them the ex- 
opposite more nea+ represents the aslch, because! they cecogniz,e .that 
political liberty depends in large pact on economic freedom. Prodessor 
Charles McIlwain, in his famous b d c  The High C w t  of P~liblslcn,t wd 
Its Supremacy, has pointad out that it was through tbe a m 0 1  of & putse 
h a t  modern democracy was established. LJdw the f d a l  syldem the 
King could not tax the prop* of his tenants, ss t h e  in 4mcs of d 
he c d d  not obtain hsandal help withou5 their consent. I t  was thraugh 
this bargahhg powex that Parliamemt was able eo force the King to ag- 
tm the legislatien whidn it desired. There ace dl ~ c e s  of this fibistotic 
origin in some pacts vf Parliamentary pm&e today. 

With the transfer of supreme power from the King to Pab1,iamemt ia 
the cighaaennb century this economic freedom d tAe individual tended 
to ddine,  but it is dy wi&n & past 6fty v s  that a f & d  
change has been introdwed. L the past dae two baaif &amtats of private 
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property were considered to be the right to enjoy the fruits of that pro- 
perty, and the right to have &at property descend to one's heirs. Modern 
taxation in Great Britain, and to a lesser extent in other countries, has 
altered these two rights to such an extent that the most complete social 
revolution in nearly a thousand years has taken place with only limited 
recognition of what it entails. I t  has been said with truth that taxation 
is a far more effective revolutionary weapon than are the machine-gun 
or the bomb. 

The law has affected economic liberty in many other ways. Perhaps 
the most obvious instance of such kgal control can be found in the 
Anti-Trust Laws in the United States, and in the Restrictive Trade Paac- 
tkls  Act, 1956, in Great Britain, both of whid.are directed to limiting 
the power of industrial combines. 

Another illustration of legal control of economic liberty can be found 
in the various Statutes of Labourers which existed in England until the 
m,iddle of the nineteenth century. Then a complete change took place 
with the recognition of trade unions. Thus a new problem, which we have 
not as yet solved in a satisfactary manner, developed in this field. On 
the one hand the unions claimed that they must have complete liberty to 
enforce the closed shop, i.e., the right of the tradc unions to insist that 
no non-trade unionist be employed, while, on the other hand, it was 
argued for the latter that such a combination constituted an unreason- 
able interference with the economic liberty of the individual. 

In other fields there has been increasing legal limitation on economic 
liberty. The absolute right to use one's property as one wishes, provided 
that it does not constitute a nuisance to one's neighbours, which was a 
favourite dogma of the nineteenth century, is given less and less recog- 
nition. Private property, it has been said, must be recognized to have a 

function. This does not mean, however, that private property has 
ceased to remain an essential part of our democratic type of civilization, 
because we realize that excessive power of control would be vested in 
State officials if private property in the means of production were abo- 
lished. If this were to happen then our lives would be as regimented in 
peace as they were in war. 

The third type of liberty to which I have referred is perhaps the most 
important of all, although it is the one which is least often recognized. 
This I have called societal liberty-the freedom which men grant to each 
other as members of a society. In a sense most of the criminal law is 
directed to the protection of this societal liberty because my freedom as 
an individual depends on the protection which the law gives me against 
the aggression of others. We frequently do not realize that the failure to 
enforce the law against A may constitute a loss of liberty on the part of B. 

The importance of societal freedom has developed in recent years 
because new means have been developed to encroach on it. The right to 
privacy, which is only another name for freedom from outside inter- 
ference, has been affected by the development of new instruments of 
publicity. A man may suddenly find himself rendered an object of ridi- 
cule for millions of viewers on a television screen, without realizing his 
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position. I t  is the new tyranny of the majority,which is a societal tyranny, 
that has replaced the political or economic tyranny of the individual as 
it existed in the past. There is also the tyranny of the organized minority 
in many fields, such as the newspapers, the cinema, and the wireless, be- 
cause a minority which threatens a boycott if anything is said of which 
it does not approve, can wield immense power. T o  what extent the law 
tan protect the liberty of the individual against prejudice and other 
forms of social discrimination it is difficult to foretell. The danger of 
McCarthyism in the United States lay not so much in any harm that a 
Congressional committee could itself do to an individual, as in the harm 
that resulted from the general public's reaction to these appeals to intol- 
erance. Intolerance is, after all, merely another word for the denial of 
freedom. 

It must be remembered that the liberty which the general public, or a 
part of the public, is prepared to give to the individual depends in major 
part not on the law itself, but on the social standards of the people. But 
even here the law is not powerless, especially in the role of a teacher, 
because the standards it establishes for itself tend gradually to be 
accepted by the people in their non-legal relations. The effect which the 
common jury has had on the history of England is an illustration of this. 
The jury system has not only proved to be a shield against political 
tyranny, but it has also taught to a great number of people the essential 
need for fair judgment. I t  is here that we find in its most dramatic form 
the closest relationship between freedom and the rule of law. 

I t  has been said that the people of every country achieve the degree 
of liberty that they desire. That statement was truer in the past than it is 
today, because we have seen how easy it is for tanks and machine-guns 
to impose tyrannical government on those who wish to be free. But it is 
still true to say that our freedom finds its strongest foundation in the will 
of the people. That will has been expressed in legal terms in all our 
English-speaking countries. We as lawyers can claim with pride that for 
us freedom and law are one and inseparable. 




